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4. DSO150 / DSO300 weighing range
The maximum static safe load, i.e. the maxi-mum admissible load depends on the typeof loading.

max. load DSO150 DSO300
central load 450 kg 450 kg
side load 350 kg 350 kg

Caution
Avoid shocks to the scale.

5. DSO150 / DSO300 operating limits
The maximum capacity and hence theweighing range of your overhead rail scaledepends on the selected configuration (seeconfiguration data).
� With a centrally suspended load, theweighing range comprises the entire ran-ge from zero up to the configured maxi-mum capacity.

� If the load is suspended at the side, theupper limit of the weighing range is 2/3the configured maximum capacity.

The scale operates with the specified accura-cy within these ranges.
0 � 2/3 maximum capacity

0 � maximum capacity
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6. Cleaning the DSO150/DSO300 overhead rail scales 1. Cautionary notes

3. Connecting Analog (T) Version

Terminal Color Assignment
EXC+ [IN+} grey voltage +
SEN+ [IN-} yellow control line +
SIG+ [OUT+} white signal +
SIG� [OUT-} brown signal �
SEN� green control line �
EXC� blue voltage �

Cleaning the exterior, corrosivesurroundings
� It is essential to remove corrosion-initiat-ing substances at regular intervals.
� Use disinfectants and cleaning agentsonly in accordance with the producer'sinstructions and stipulations.
� Water jet up to 60 °C.

Cleaning the exterior, wet room
� Water jet.
� Usual household cleaning agents.

Cleaning the exterior, dry surroundings
� Wipe with a damp cloth.
� Usual household cleaning agents.

Maintenance of the overhead rail scales is limited to their regular cleaning. The proceduredepends on the environmental conditions prevailing at the scale location.

Before starting installation work, you should acquaint yourself with the localconditions. Hence, first study the section "Assessing the supporting structure"in the installation information and the corresponding diagrams dealing withthe different types of fastening.
As METTLER TOLEDO has no knowledge of the local conditions, it can accept noresponsibility whatsoever for fastening the overhead rail scale to the tubular track supportstructure.

Never operate in areas potentially endangered by explosive materialshazarded by gases, vapors, mists and dusts!

2. Preparatory work

To avoid accidents, the enclosure of the junction box must not be opened!
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